The time-dependent matrix-product-state (TDMPS) simulation method has been known as one of fast simulation methods to study time-evolving quantum systems. Here, I report recent development of my open-source C++ library named ZKCM QC designed for TDMPS simulations of quantum circuits with arbitrary floating-point precision. Simulation performance is reported for wellknown quantum algorithms. In addition, it is numerically shown that a trustworthy simulation should be performed in multiprecision and should not involve truncations of nonzero Schmidt coefficients.
Introduction
Classical quantum-circuit simulators [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] are practical tools to study quantum computing 10 for the time being as it is quite far beneath the stage of production. In this regard, the time-dependent matrix-product-state (TDMPS) method is a useful simulation method, which was introduced by Vidal in 2003, 3 for a fast simulation of quantum computing when it does not involve a large amount of entanglement. It simulates a quantum circuit within the cost of O(q g m 3 max,max ) where q g is the number of singlequbit and two-qubit operations in the circuit; m max,max := max s,t m(s, t) with m(s, t) the Schmidt rank for the splitting between the sites s and s + 1 at time t. Thus, a polynomial time simulation is possible if the Schmidt rank grows only polynomially in the input size.
The TDMPS method has been, however, used mainly for evaluating the time dependence of physical properties of condensed matters 11, 12 rather than simulating quantum algorithms in the physics community as far as the author knows. There have been a few works on TDMPS simulations of quantum algorithms: Kawaguchi et al. 13 simulated the Grover search for a simple oracle and showed that the simulation cost was polynomial in the number of qubits. This was because of the simple oracle structure. Later I simulated a variant of the Brüschweiler search and showed that all the solutions could be found within polynomial time when the oracle structure was simple enough. 5 Recently, Chamon and Mucciolo 14 theoretically showed that an integer computation based on TDMPS could solve a search problem within a subexponential time (i.e. O(2 n c ) time with c < 1, which is smaller than the query complexity of the Grover search) as long as the oracle circuit can be decomposed to less than O(n 2 ) two-qubit gates. Besides, Bañuls et al. 15 used a TDMPS simulation of an adiabatic time evolution for solving an exact-cover SAT problem. 16 They reported that they could simulate a time evolution of a 100-qubit system with the threshold 14 for the Schmidt rank.
Thus, there have been several evidences for the usefulness of TDMPS for fast simulation of quantum algorithms although there have not been many authors working in this direction. It is easily expected that more researchers will have an interest if there are user-friendly free softwares for this purpose. One choice is the well-known ALPS package, 17 which is a generalpurpose simulation library for condensed matter physics. It has a routine for TDMPS but it can only be used for simulating an adiabatic time evolution under given initial and final Hamiltonians. The other choice is my C++ library ZKCM QC, 18 which is an extension library of the ZKCM library 9 developed with an emphasis of an easy-to-use syntax for multiprecision matrix computation. It uses GMP 19 and MPFR 20 as back-end libraries for multiprecision floating-point computation so that the outputs of ZKCM QC are accurate for more than several tens of qubits for which double-precision computation causes significant rounding errors during simulation.
In this report, we firstly revisit the basics of the TDMPS method in Sec. 2. The demand of multiprecision computation is briefly described in Sec. 3. Actual simulation performance of the ZKCM QC library is reported in Sec. 4 in which the standard quantum algorithms, namely, the DeutschJozsa algorithm, 21 the Grover search, 22 and the Shor's algorithm 23 are simulated. Simulation results of an in-place addition is also explained separately since this is one of the important components for economical implementation of the Shor's algorithm. Concluding remarks are given in Sec. 5.
Basics of the TDMPS method
Here, we begin with a convention of notations. The computational basis is represented as {|0 , |1 } n for n-qubit quantum states with |0 = ( 1 0
with complex amplitudes c i0···in−1 . We employ the Vidal's MPS form 3,5 for our TDMPS simulations:
where we use tensors {Q s } 
can also be computed in a similar manner with a little complicated process. This process updates the tensors Q s , V s , and Q s+1 . Let us firstly write the state in the following way.
with |v s−1 the left Schmidt vectors for the splitting between sites s − 1 and
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Now the resultant state is written as It is well-known that single-qubit and two-qubit operations are sufficient for performing universal quantum computation. The ZKCM QC library, however, uses three-qubit operations as basic operations in order to avoid an overhead in a circuit construction. Simulation of a three-qubit quantum gate acting on consecutive qubits requires an update of tensors Q s , V s , Q s+1 , V s+1 , and Q s+2 . This is a more complicated process than the abovedescribed one. For the details, see the appendix of Ref. 9 .
It is also possible to simulate a single-qubit projective measurement. Consider a projection operation P acting on the sth qubit. First we update the tensor
Then, we need to update the tensors corresponding to the other qubits as long as they are correlated with the sth qubit. This can be done by sequentially using the same process as applying I ⊗ I to the consecutive qubits, moving the cursor from s to 0 and also from s to n − 1. We need not to update the tensors beyond the place where the Schmidt rank is one.
Operator-space TDMPS
Although I do not use the operator-space TDMPS for simulations presented in this contribution, it is beneficial to mention about it as it is quite straight-forward to migrate from the standard TDMPS. Here, we follow the formulation by Zwolak.
24 It is used for simulating time evolution of a density operator under trace-preserving completely-positive (TPCP) maps.
The few things we should pay attention to are the computational basis and the definition of the inner product. As for the basis for a qubit, we need to employ an operator basis, typically {|0), |1), |2), |3)} where 
This is quite similar to the MPS of a pure state we have seen in Eq. (1). For a simple example, (I/2) ⊗n is represented by an operator MPS with tensor
Time evolution of |ρ) caused by a TPCP map Λ can be simulated in the same manner as we simulate a unitary time evolution in the standard TDMPS method. Here, Λ must be represented as a square matrix with the
For example, time evolution caused by a TPCP map Λ acting on the sth qubit is simulated by updating
. Time evolution caused by a two-qubit TPCP map can also be simulated in the same manner as we have already seen for the two-qubit unitary gate simulation in the standard TDMPS method.
It should be useful to mention that a unitary operation U acting on a d-dimensional Hilbert space can be easily translated into a map U acting on a d
2 -dimensional operator Hilbert space. Let us denote the operator basis operators as |k) ≡ |σ k ) with σ k the kth basis operator. Then, the (i, j) element of the matrix representation of U is
Necessity of multiprecision computation
Multiprecision computation has been utilized in computational physics to avoid the accumulation of rounding errors in sensitive simulations of dynamics, 25 but has not been widely used in the community. For the TDMPS simulation of quantum circuits, I demonstrated that multiprecision computation is requisite in order for avoiding a significant error in the simulation results. 18 The particular findings in Ref. 18 were as follows. In both cases, a truncation of nonzero Schmidt coefficients was not employed. (i) A TDMPS simulation of a five-qubit circuit for a three-qubit Grover search was performed. In the Grover routine R G , the oracle part was set to
The exact probability of finding the solution after twenty Grover iterations, p 20 = | 101|R 20 G |s | 2 , was calculated exactly by a symbolic computation. The error in the probability p 20 computed by the simulation was evaluated as the quantity E = | p 20 − p 20 |. This numerical error E was plotted against the floating point precision employed for the simulation. It was found that E was larger than 0.035 and did not change largely until the precision was enhanced beyond the double precision. It suddenly dropped around the 55-bits precision and almost vanished for more than 70-bits precision.
where QFT is a quantum Fourier transform, CNOT 0,n−1 is a controlled NOT gate acting on the 0th and (n − 1)th qubits, and H 0 is the Hadamard transform acting on the 0th qubit. Since (QFT −1 )(QFT) is just an identity map, the resultant state should be (
In a TDMPS simulation, however, there is a numerical error to some extent in the computed resultant state. The error was quantified by E = | 00| ρ |11 − 1/2| with ρ the computed reduced density matrix of the 0th and the (n − 1)th qubits of the resultant state. For n = 8, 14, and 20, E was plotted against the floating point precision. It was found that, for all of these values of n, a sudden drop of E was observed. These simulation results suggest that there are cases where a numerical error is significant until we go beyond a certain threshold for the floating point precision. It is thus recommended to see the behavior of computational results as functions of the floating point precision in TDMPS simulations of quantum circuits.
Performance
As mentioned, my simulation library ZKCM QC uses multiprecision floating-point operations provided by GMP 19 and MPFR 20 for basic operations. Thus the basic operations are inevitably slow in comparison to fixed-precision floating-point operations. The way to improve the performance by the author's effort is therefore limited to choosing algorithms for matrix manipulations carefully and making technical elaborations. Here, I report the recent progress in this regard. Firstly, an effort of speeding-up the routine for Hermitian-matrix diagonalization will be reported in subsection 4.1. Then, the simulation performance of my library will be reported for typical quantum algorithms in the remaining subsections. More specifically, results for the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm, the Grover search, an in-place addition, and the Shor's prime factorization are explained in subsections 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, respectively.
Recent speedup in Hermitian-matrix diagonalization
Speed of Hermitian matrix diagonalization is a large factor of the actual speed of the TDMPS simulation using ZKCM QC since it uses the routine of Hermitian-matrix diagonalization for the singular value decomposition. As of version 0.3.6 of ZKCM, the speed has been improved significantly and now that it is faster than that of the famous PARI library. 26 Our routine uses the standard Householder-QR method for Hermitian matrices 27 and is named "diag H".
It should be noted that conventional multiprecision routines for diagonalization have not been useful for our purpose. The rountine "eigen" of PARI does not work for degenerate subspaces (see the PARI/GP bug report logs -#1349, August 2012). Thus it cannot be used in TDMPS simulations of quantum circuits, since most of the subspaces we handle are degenerate (this situation is quite common whenever we have Hadamard gates and CNOT gates). PARI also has another routine "jacobi" but this
) (see Ch. 11.5 of Ref. 28 ).] In addition, it uses the Jacobi's method so that it is slower than the Householder's method. Furthermore, we need to double the precision of an input matrix when "jacobi" is used together with this workaround, in order to support specified precision as far as I tested. Another routine is found in the multiprecision LAPACK. 29 Nevertheless, this library cannot be used for the back-end of TDMPS because it has a serious bug in the matrix diagonalization (see a bug report on 26 July 2012 in the Mplapack-devel mailing list). It fails for computing eigenvalues for some matrices with relatively large corner elements and some vanishing center elements (typically a density matrix of an entangled state); this bug has been unfixed yet.
Here I compare the routine "diag H" of ZKCM versions 0.3.6 and 0.3.2 with the routines "eigen" and "jacobi" of PARI version 2.5. Table  2 , for the tested values between 25 and 125, the time consumptions were again on the same order of magnitude, and "diag H" of ZKCM version 0.3.6 was the fastest for N ≥ 75.
Simulation of the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm
Here we will see a TDMPS simulation of the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm. 21 In a brief explanation, the problem instance is a function f : {0, 1} l → {0, 1} that is either balanced or constant. [Note: f is balanced if #{x|f (x) = 0} = #{x|f (x) = 1} where
is same for all x.] The question is to decide whether f is balanced or constant. This takes 1 + 2 l−1 queries for the worst case in classical computation. In contrast, it takes only a single query in quantum computation using the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm. A sketch of the algorithm is as follows.
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4 and x j ∈ {0, 1}; N g is a positive integer (symbol ⊕ stands for the exclusive OR operation). In figure 1 , the quantum circuit of the algorithm for this function is depicted. This function is a balanced function for any N g ≥ 1. By the structure of the circuit, each of the N g measurements should results in Prob(0000) = 0 if there is no numerical error during simulation. This fact is easily proved: Assume that we have different values of Prob(0000) for two different bundles of qubits in the output. This contra- dicts to the fact that the bundles are equivalent to each other by the circuit structure. Thus the assumption is denied. In my previous contribution, 9 I employed N g = 7 (namely, 65 qubits in total) and showed that truncation of even a single nonzero Schmidt coefficient caused a significant error in the computed value of Prob(0000). This was because none of nonzero Schmidt coefficients was negligible. Now I show in this report how the simulation running time and m max,max grows as the number n of qubits grows. As shown in Fig. 2 , time consumption seems to be on the order of n 3 although further investigation is required. This is probably because the value of m max,max became invariant for n larger than a certain value as shown in the figure. This phenomenon appeared probably because the quantum circuit was highly structured.
Simulation of the Grover search
In this subsection, the simulation performance of the ZKCM QC library is evaluated for an example of the Grover's quantum search. 22 It was shown by Kawaguchi et al. 13 that the Grover search can be simulated efficiently with TDMPS if a simple oracle circuit is chosen (see also my TDMPS simulation of a bulk-ensemble database search 5 ). Here we consider the Grover search to solve a 3SAT 16 instance. 3SAT is a problem to decide if there is an assignment to the variables x 0 , · · · , x v−1 such that a given conjunctive nor- . Non-averaged raw data were used for the data points. The program was run as a single thread on a machine with four Intel Xeon E7-8837 2.67GHz CPUs, 315GB memory, and the RedHat Enterprise Linux 6 64-bit OS.
, where C j is a clause (l α ∨ l β ∨ l γ ) with some three literals. Here, a literal l τ is a variable x τ or its logical negation ¬x τ . A CNF is given without ambiguity, i.e., it is written in terms of x 0 , · · · , x v−1 and logical operations. Unlike the true Grover search for a quantum computer, a TDMPS simulation of the Grover search has only to handle a single query when an instance of a decision problem is given. This is because a slight change occurs in the polarization of the oracle qubit after a single query if and only if the given instance has a truth assignment among the 2 n possible assignments. Figure 3 describes the construction of an oracle quantum circuit for a 3SAT instance.
Consider the following instance:
, which is satisfiable. For this instance, a TDMPS simulation of a single query of the Grover search was performed. The program was run as a single thread on the machine with four Intel Xeon E7-8837 2.67GHz CPUs, 315GB memory, and the RedHat Enterprise Linux 6 64-bit OS. It took 132 minutes to perform this simulation when the floating-point precision was 412 [bits]. This is extremely expensive since any classical random seek may solve it within one millisecond. A possible reason of time consumption is a rather large maximum Schmidt rank. It was 40 and none of the nonzero Schmidt coefficients was negligible (Fig. 4). 
Simulation of a QFT-based in-place addition
The in-place arithmetic circuits 30 using quantum Fourier transform (QFT) are quite often used for economical construction of quantum circuits as they do not require ancillary qubits. It is theoretically easily shown that a TDMPS simulation of a QFT-based addition circuit is fast in the sense that the Schmidt rank during QFT does not exceed the degree of superposition of the input state represented in the computational basis. Here, some theoretical explanation is given and a TDMPS simulation of a quantum circuit involving a simple QFT-based adder is performed.
As is well-known in this community, QFT is defined by
n |l for an n-bit unsigned integer a = a n−1 a n−2 · · · a 0 . The resultant state is known to be separable:
. A quantum circuit implementing QFT usually changes the state of the kth qubit step by step in the following way. 30 Here
Thus, the initial state |a k of each qubit evolves to |φ k (a) without introducing entanglement with other qubits. When a superposition |ψ in = ∑ a c a |a of computational basis states |a is input to QFT, each qubit of each |a evolves in the above manner. Therefore, the Schmidt rank for any splitting between two consecutive qubits does not exceed the degree of superposition of the input state, namely, the number of nonzero c a 's, throughout the QFT process.
The circuit structure of QFT employed in the ZKCM QC library is the one introduced by Fowler et al. 31 for the linear nearest neighbor (LNN) architecture as illustrated in Fig. 5 . Quantum circuits designed for the LNN architecture are suitable for TDMPS simulations because the MPS data structure for TDMPS is a sort of LNN coupling structures. One can follow how each qubit evolves by tracing the SWAP gates in the figure; it is easily verified to be in the same manner as (3).
. . . 
Step (ii) is a Fourier-domain addition, which alone is often used as a main component for constructing arithmetic quantum circuits.
It is now clear that the Schmidt rank of any nearest-neighbour splitting does not exceed the initial degree of superposition in the computational basis throughout the in-place addition. Now we are going to see a numerical result visualising this property.
Let us consider a simple example where |0 · · · 01 is added to the GHZ state (|0 · · · 0 + |1 · · · 1 )/ √ 2 (thus the resultant state is (|0 · · · 01 + |0 · · · 00 )/ √ 2). The quantum circuit is illustrated in Fig. 6 . A TDMPS simulation of this circuit is performed for input sizes n up to 100. As shown in Fig. 7 , the maximum Schmidt rank m max,max was 2 for all n ≥ 2; this is in accordance with the theoretical observation. The figure also shows time consumption as a function of n. It seems to be bounded from above by cn 2 with c = 0.025. This is reasonable as the number of quantum gates in the circuit is on the order of n 2 and the maximum Schmidt rank is constant. It should be noted that theoretical analyses of more realistic QFT-based arithmetic circuits are not so easy as the present case; there should be ancillary qubits for conditioning arithmetics and concatenations of Fourier-domain operation units. It is hoped that a theoretical estimation of the maximum Schmidt rank will be made for each QFT-based operation unit. This will Fig. 8 . Semiclassical-QFT-based quantum circuit for Shor's prime factorization introduced by Beauregard. 33 be useful to analyze the QFT-based variants 31,32 of Shor's quantum prime factorization.
Simulation of the Shor's algorithm
At last, we will see the performance of the ZKCM QC library for simulating Shor's algorithm. 23 As is well-known, prime factorization by Shor's algorithm is the most significant application of quantum computing. Known classical algorithms take subexponential time while Shor's algorithm takes only polynomial time for factoring a composite number.
Here, I consider Beauregard's circuit construction 33 where a semiclassical QFT is utilized (Fig. 8) to reduce the upper-side resister to a single qubit. As for the modular exponentiation, I used Fowler et al.'s construction 31 for the linear nearest neighbor (LNN) architecture, which uses LNN QFT-based Fourier-domain additions internally. In total, the circuit has 2n + 4 qubits and O(n 4 ) quantum gates 31 for an n-bit-long composite number N . It should be mentioned that several authors [34] [35] [36] discussed the simulability of QFT-based variants of Shor's algorithm in relation with the TDMPS and related methods, which is still an open question.
Here, several randomly-generated composite numbers have been tried and solved correctly by the TDMPS simulation of quantum prime factorization. At most a 25-bit number has been tried [thus the circuit width (the number of qubits) has been up to 54]. For this simulation, ZKCM QC ver.0.1.2 has been used together with ZKCM ver.0.3.6. The running time looks growing only polynomially in n as shown in Fig. 9 . Note that this running time is for the entire prime factorization process including the TDMPS simulation of the quantum circuit and the subsequent classical integer computation. By the fitting, it looks that O(n 4 ) time is enough for simulation. Of course, larger n should be tried to see the tendency for a practical range, say, n = 128 or 256. This will be reachable by massive parallel computation in near future. 
Concluding remarks
Several simulation results of the TDMPS simulation of quantum circuits have been introduced in this report. It has been often the case that the TDMPS method has been rather economical and able to simulate a relatively large quantum circuit within practical time. It has been indicated that the method is especially economical in simulating the quantum Fourier transform (QFT). It is interesting to further investigate the ability to simulate a QFT-based variant of quantum prime factorization by continuing the simulation work shown in Sec. 4.5. The TDMPS method, however, is not always very fast. The time consumption for a certain small 3SAT instance was significantly large in the TDMPS simulation of a single query of the Grover search. This suggests that the TDMPS simulation is not suitable for solving NP-hard database search problems although one cannot state it definitely with this example alone. As I showed in Refs. 9 and 18, the TDMPS method is sensitive to rounding errors and truncation errors when it is used for simulating quantum computing. This is why multiprecision computation has been employed in my library. Nonetheless, owing to the poor hardware support for multiprecision floating-point operations in commercial CPUs, the constant factor of computational cost is presently significantly large. It is hoped that an automated parallelization will be implemented in the library so that it can handle larger quantum circuits feasible for solving practical computational problems.
